WHK Junction Box
for Installation Connectors

WHK Junction Box

Plug instead of wiring: The plug-in solution
for a quick installation
With the WHK, WISKA is combining its junction
box expertise with 3, 4 and 5 pole connectors
for quick wiring installation of internal
applications. The modular unit can be supplied
pre-wired, using the sockets from most major

manufacturers. This enables lighting, security
(PIR) and building automation applications
to be wired through one unit. Therefore the
WHK is the ideal junction box for all electrical
installations within commercial buildings.

Quick and easy installation
By using pre-assembled installation connectors
you do not longer need complex wiring inside
the junction box. Connection of lights, blinds,
sockets and switches to the electricity is timesaving and efficient due to the plug-in options
in the lid of the box.

High mounting flexibility
The WHK junction box can be easily
and quickly mounted using a screw
anchor or screws. Integrated notches
on the reverse also make one-click
installation possible. A universal
mounting plate, as well as an M 20
threaded entry on the rear ensure
additional fixing flexibility.

Connector systems –
for a safe and flexible installation
Connector systems continue to advance
in electrical installation presenting an
alternative to traditional installation systems.
Installation connectors form the electrical
interface between the power supply and
distribution, as well as power consumers
such as lighting systems. They offer fast
and safe pluggable electrical installations.

The pre-fabricated components make it
possible to connect and disconnect the power
supply in seconds, and significantly reduce the
installation time required. Whether it is in an
office building, supermarket or train station:
installation connection systems are used as a
plug-in solution wherever flexibility, safety and
cost-efficiency are required.
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Flexible connection options
Eight rectangular knockouts offer a wide variety of
installation connector combinations. Depending on
your needs, 3, 4 or 5 pole installation connectors from
all major manufacturers can be used individually, or
delivered pre-wired. The rectangular knockouts can be
easily knocked out by hand.

Mobile application options
The plug-in solution makes it possible to create
temporary power circuits and reuse electrical
installation material.

Quick opening and closure of the housing
Easily removable lid with practical snap-close
mechanism

Convenient cable entry
Eight circular knockouts allow for easy cable
entry. This can be performed using the KRASS
and KRASM connecting pieces. They are available
with a click or thread connection. Cable glands
may be fixed using locknuts.
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Lid variety

Mounting examples

WISKA offers lids with a wide range of connector
combinations, tailor-made pre-installed. Alternatively,
you may also insert the preferred connectors into the
plug-in locations independently.

The WHK junction box offers a high level of flexibility in
use and mounting. A wide range of mounting options is
available, for example onto cable trays, threaded rods
and mounting plates, or using screw anchors, nails or
click-installation.

Closed lid for installation without rectangular
knockouts

Quick click-installation on the rear with the aid of
various mounting materials

WKH lid with eight rectangular knockouts for 3, 4
or 5 pole installation connectors from all regular
manufacturers

A wide range of mounting options due to a centrallyfixed mounting plate

Pre-wired lid, in this example with 3 pole and 4 pole
installation connectors (more options available)

Easy installation on walls or ceilings using nailguns
or screw anchors
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Technical data
Protection class

IP 20

Temperature range

-20 °C - 60 °C

Installation temperature

-5 °C - 60 °C

Voltage

400 V

Cable diameter

5 mm - 13 mm

External dimensions WHK 608A
(with lid closed)
External dimensions WHK 608S (with eight
rectangular knockouts in the lid)

108 x 98 x 57 mm
108 x 98 x 72 mm

Material

Polypropylene

Colour

RAL 7035

Lid variants
Accessories

Various combinations of eight rectangular
knockouts for 3 to 5 pole installation connectors
from all major manufacturers
Connecting pieces for cables and tubes with a
click connection or thread

Other technical data on request / Subject to modifications and amendments

About WISKA
WISKA is one of the leading manufacturers of electrical
equipment for trade, industry and shipbuilding, as
well as maritime lighting products and CCTV camera
surveillance. Our junction boxes and cable glands are in
use around the globe and are characterised by flexible
applications in various industrial sectors as well as the
highest quality standards. Founded in Hamburg in 1919,
the first plastic cable glands were produced as early as
the mid-1920s. Since then, WISKA has become an expert
partner for high-quality plastic products with its own
injection moulding manufacture. Today, the family-owned
company employs over 260 people worldwide. WISKA
operates its own research and development facilities and
production plants at its headquarters in Germany and
has a global network of representatives and subsidiaries
who ensure a quick and effective on-site customer service.

WHK Order Numbers
Type

Design

WISKA-No.

WHK 608A

Lower part with closed lid

10105991

WHK 608S

Lower part with eight rectangular knockouts in
the lid

10105992

WHK 608U

Lower part only

10106020

The lid versions for the WHK 608U are available with preassembled
installation connectors in various combinations. Further details are available on
www.wiska.com.

WISKA Hoppmann GmbH
Kisdorfer Weg 28
24568 Kaltenkirchen
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More about the WHK Junction
Box on www.wiska.com/en/whk
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